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(Love betrayals that become conspiracy theories.)

Fallen magnolia petals on spiraling steel staircase
Brief moments of spring

Reread a lover’s life story
He mentioned
the “love of his life”
2nd wife?

Where does the pain end?

Love betrayals
are conspiracy theories.
ex makes eviction
An homeless edict
A 17 year warehousing
Common sense
Is Now is no time
To sell in a recession
Only a pawn
Pausing for time
Because unable to pay full maintenance fee
A used pawn for his profits

I am alone
And cut off from many friends
However, I go to bigger important events to get away
my immediate problems.

Write a socio-economic novel in NYC where suffering is not as heavy/dark as being in
the world with all the natural disasters (tsunamis, earthquakes, volcano eruptions, etc).